
THE GERUND 
A gerund is a verb form that always ends in -ing and is used as a noun. The gerund can be a 
subject (Eating is fun.); a direct object (I like eating.); a predicate nominative (A fun time is eating.); 
an appositive (A fun time, eating, takes much time.); an indirect object (I give eating too much 
time.); or an object of a preposition (I give much time to eating.) 

NOTE:  
• Do not confuse a gerund with a present participle used as part of a verb phrase or as an 

adjective. Example: He is dancing joyfully in the graduation ceremony. 
• Gerunds can be compound. Example: Jeff likes hiking and camping. 

 

EXERCISE A: Underline the gerund in each of the following sentences. 

1. My needs, exercising and losing weight, must be realized soon. 

2. Mr. Simon enjoys the crackling of a campfire on a winter’s evening. 

3. Dancing has always been my little sister’s favorite activity. 

4. People benefit from relaxing at the end of a busy day. 

5. My mother gives helping and serving others all her time. 

6. Lydia decided on writing about Martin Luther King’s achievements. 

7. Cooking has become a popular activity around our house. 

8. The thrill of discovering new animal species never fades in Madagascar. 

9. Directing traffic and helping school children is an amazing job. 

10. Saul has shown great interest in skating. 

 
EXERCISE B:  Underline the gerund in the following sentences and tell if they are used 
as subject, direct object, predicate nominative, appositive, indirect object, or object of 
the preposition. 
 

1. I had only one desire, leaving for home. 

2. Writing a good novel is hard work. 

3. With his snoring in his sleep, his wife couldn't sleep. 

4. Choosing from among many refreshing activities can be difficult. 

5. Doesn’t your older sister teach dancing at a local studio? 



ANSWER KEYS:  
 
EXERCISE A: 
 

1. exercising, losing  
2. crackling 

3. Dancing 

4. relaxing 

5. helping, serving 

6. writing 

7. Cooking 

8. discovering 

9. Directing, helping 

10. skating 

 

EXERCISE B: 

 GERUND Function 

1.  leaving Appositive 

2.  writing Subject 

3.  snoring Object of preposition 

4.  Choosing Subject 

5.  dancing Direct object 

 

 

 


